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HOLLYWOOD—Just like any other

movie lover, I’m an avid fan of a great ac-

tion-flick. Who would have guessed that

Netflix would deliver perhaps one of the

best action-flicks I have witnessed in

quite some time people in “The Mother.”

The thriller stars Jennifer Lopez as an as-

sassin who gives up her daughter to pro-

tect her from two dangerous arms dealers

Adrian Lovell (Joseph Fiennes) and Hec-

tor Alvarez (Gael Garcia Bernal) who are

hell-bent on revenge. The flick opens

with a fantastic sequence involving ‘The

Mother,’ yes; the writers don’t even give

Jennifer Lopez’s character a name.

Not sure if that was intentional or pur-

poseful to continue the secrecy of this

woman. After a near fatal stabbing while

pregnant, The Mother is forced to give up

her parental rights to her daughter, Zoe

(Lucy Paez) to protect her from Hector and

Adrian. That motif is something that I think

any person, mother or father could iden-

tify with; giving up your child to ensure

their safety, not knowing when or if you’d

ever see them again. As a result of the sit-

uation, our protagonist goes into hiding in

the Alaska wilderness where she meets up

with a former pal, Jons (Paul Raci) who is

well aware of the situation The Mother has

been placed into.

That soon changes when she discovers

that Zoe may have been pegged by Al-

varez’s men in Mexico and her daughter

is in danger. Agent William Cruise (Omari

Hardwick), who was injured while trying

to protect The Mother, assists the assassin

on her mission to rescue her daughter who

has been abducted. It is a role audiences

have seen Lopez in before, but with this

flick it feels different. There is an inten-

sity and nuance to the action and charac-

ter that makes her not only memorable, but

fun to watch on the screen.

This movie shines bright with these

high-octane, well-choreographed action se-

quences and stunts that just immediately

grab your attention and you will not

flinch while watching. They are that in-

tense and fascinating to watch. “The

Mother” is highlighted as an action-

thriller and that is exactly what the audi-

ence gets from start to its fantastic finish.

There are indeed a few interesting twists

in the flick as well that as a viewer I did-

n’t expect that adds another complicated

layer to the narrative that raises the stakes.

Paez is great in the role of a kid who has

her life upended and has no idea as to why,

but her character is perceptive and alert of

the things happening around her. The

chemistry between Lopez and Paez on the

screen is realistic. You believe their por-

trayal as mother and daughter. There is a

nice slice between, action, drama and

heart, as we witness Zoe struggled to ac-

cept The Mother as her protector and they

attempt to forge a relationship of sorts

while our heroine teaches the child to pro-

tect herself at all costs, utilizing the

wilderness as a training ground.

Paul Raci is solid in a supporting role as

a former friend and ally of our protagonist

who aims to help keep her hidden from

those baddies out for blood. Fiennes is sen-

sational in the role of the villain who has

a score to settle and will go to extreme

lengths to ensure he gets his pound of flesh.

The big climax of the flick is so enthralling

you cannot take your eyes off the action

and the chaos that unfolds as hero goes toe-

to-toe with villain(s) to ensure her daugh-

ter’s protection. Not to mention it takes

place in a setting that is unique and not

something I can recall ever seeing in cin-

ema, the snowy weather.

I know most people witnessed this flick

at home, but Netflix should have really

pushed for it to be in theaters. It is that en-

tertaining and fun to watch that the action

would have exploded even bigger on the

big screen. It is simply put 2 hours of pure

entertainment, which is what all of us want

when it comes to having a break from the

real world. Do not wait to watch “The

Mother” go see it right now, you will not

regret it.

Jennifer Lopez stars in "The Mother."

“The moTher” iS Thrilling, acTion-packed Fun
By LaDale Anderson

“Survivor 44” recap: ‘ i ’m The BandiT’
HOLLYWOOD—It was the penultimate

episode before the season 44 finale of

“Survivor.” Last week was a fun one as

Danny Massa, the firefighter from New

York got a taste of his own medicine when

he was blindsided at Tribal Council and

booted from the game. This week’s

episode, ‘I’m the Bandit’ saw audiences

witness our final six fighting to get to the

final days of the game.

Carolyn was getting major kudos from

the tribe for her idol play, and her threat

level started to rise. Heidi in the middle

of the morning started to search for an

idol, which Carson pegged and he start-

ed to look for an idol, so did Carolyn. Hei-

di was aimed at hoping to obtain her sec-

ond idol securing her ride to the Final

Four. Yeah, that is the problem, so many

people know once you play an idol; an-

other one automatically goes back into the

mix and can be found to live another day

if need be.

The idol hunt annoys me sometimes be-

cause it becomes so obvious that someone

is going to find an idol, it just becomes a

question of who will find it. Jaime, Car-

son, Yam Yam and Lauren discussed

booting Carolyn, even though Carson

had plans to boot out a Ratu, not a Tika.

This is quite the extensive Reward Chal-

lenge comprised of two teams of three.

The victor would get the opportunity to

visit the Sanctuary including a massage,

sandwiches, chocolates, fruit, cookies

and iced tea. Basically the reward chal-

lenge is an opportunity to eat actual

food. Was I surprised to see Carson, Yam

Yam and Lauren win the challenge peo-

ple? Nope. They will schmooze Lauren

before they plan to blindside her, I’m hop-

ing that is not the case.

That leaves Carolyn, Jaime and Heidi

to head back to camp with a goal of tak-

ing out a Tika. Hmm, that is going to be

hard to convince Carolyn to make such a

move. Carson needs to be careful he

could be burning a jury vote by playing

Lauren in this manner. Yam Yam is seri-

ous about booting Carolyn from the

game, as he sees her as a threat.

Carolyn was playing the same card as

Carson making people think she is aligned

with someone that she isn’t. Heidi seri-

ously? You think you can win against Yam

Yam and Carolyn at the end, you’re seri-

ously stupid. If Heidi gets to the final

three, I can see how she earns no votes.

Jaime was surprised to see Yam Yam tar-

geting Carolyn, as his ego noted everyone

who wrote his name down is on the jury.

Yam Yam is thinking end game, he wants

that million dollar prize. If Heidi was

smart she would consider using the idol

on either Lauren or Jaime to show the jury

she is aligning with others to take out the

treacherous trio.

With that said, the Immunity Chal-

lenge was underway with only Lauren,

Heidi and Yam Yam remaining, but that

soon became Heidi and Lauren. Now if

Heidi wins this IC and doesn’t use that

idol to save one of the ladies she deserves

go lose if she gets to the end. Lauren vs.

Heidi only 1 will be the victor, but it was

Lauren who edged out that victory as Hei-

di dropped. So much for your plan Car-

son, however, with Jaime being the only

Ratu up for vote it is between Jaime and

Heidi, but I’m certain Heidi is playing that

idol if she’s smart.

Carolyn, Jaime, Carson and Heidi want-

ed to boot Jaime, who is no threat and has

no idol. Yam Yam doesn’t think he can

beat Carolyn at the end, but Carson

thinks otherwise. Well, at least our play-

ers are prepared because they took all their

items from camp. Smart, they’ve seen

what has happened in the past, as this Trib-

al Council was underwhelming. Chatter

about an idol came to play, but it is fun to

realize no one knows that Heidi has that

idol.

A lot of the discussion started to wor-

ry Carolyn based on her facial expressions.

At the same time, it felt like Jeff was

grasping at straws to get conversation

moving with the players; it just felt odd

as a viewer. Carolyn made it very clear she

is an emotional player who can be strate-

gic. Note: Heidi didn’t get a single ques-

tion at TC; her chances of a win just feel

almost non-existent unless something

crazy happens in the next Tribal Council.

Well Heidi decided to play the idol for her-

self, and I don’t think she needed it at all

people. Heidi you could have saved Jaime

and booted Carolyn from the game and

made a big move for your resume to the

jury.

One thing we know: there will likely be

an idol on the new beach; the question is

who will have that idol? With 3 Tika, 1

Ratu and 1 Soka, Lauren and Heidi would

be stupid to not align and take out a Tika.

The finale is next week on “Survivor” who

will be the victory? We shall soon find out,

being honest I want to see Carolyn walk

away with that $1 million. She has played

a fantastic game and is one of a kind when

it comes to characters I have seen on the

series in all of its seasons.

By David Miller


